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Abstract: The relevance of the application of hydraulic thruster technology is determined by the
technological limitations of drilling both vertical and horizontal wells. The existing experimental
studies confirm the effectiveness of the technology, but its widespread implementation is hindered by
the lack of scientific foundations for its operation in combination with a downhole motor and bit.
Our research methodology includes methods for analyzing scientific and technical information as
well as methods of numerical modeling using programming languages and ready-made software
packages for CFD calculations. Verification of the simulation results was carried out on the basis of
the experimental field studies previously conducted with the participation of the authors of the article.
This article presents the results of the analysis of the current state of the problem and computer
physical and mathematical modeling of the work of the thruster together with the bit and downhole
motor when drilling a deviated section of a well. Based on the simulation results, the expediency
of using hydraulic thrusters in the practice of drilling wells with the possibility of predicting and
operatively regulating the operation parameters of the “Hydraulic Thrusting Device—Downhole
Motor—Bit” system is theoretically substantiated and scientifically confirmed.

Keywords: ERD wells; weight on the bit; vibration reduction; drilling efficiency; computational fluid
dynamics; PDC bits; downhole hydraulic thrusting device

1. Introduction

In the complex work of the drilling of wells, the main process is the direct destruction
of the rock with a drilling bit. The rate of penetration (ROP) that characterizes the efficiency
of this process depends on a number of factors: the type and size of the bit, the pressure
on the bottomhole, the revolutions per minute (RPM), the quantity and quality of the
drilling mud, etc. All these factors are interconnected and each of them is individually
determined depending on the conditions of occurrence, nature, hardness, and drillability
types. In rotational drilling, the destruction of rocks is achieved by rotating the bit with its
simultaneous immersion in the rock under the influence of the weight on the bit (WOB)
created by the gravity of the lower part of the drill string (DS) [1]. The feeding of the tool is
understood as its vertical movement during the destruction of the rock, which is carried
out by lowering the leading pipe into the rotor as a result of loosening (detaching) the
winch brake [2]. With manual feeding, the gravity of the drilling tool is transferred to the
bottomhole by disinhibiting the drum of the drilling winch. This work requires a lot of
physical strength from the driller, as well as a significant amount of attention. In addition,
it is difficult to manually carry out a planned and uniform bit feed using the winch brake
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device. Errors in the values of the WOB and ROP, and the uneven supply of drilling tools,
can lead to emergencies, complications, and a decrease in the qualitative and quantitative
indicators of drilling [3,4].

Automation of this most technical and difficult work is one of the most important tasks
for the future since the success of well drilling mainly depends on it [5]. It is of exceptional
importance in connection with the development of cluster, directional, horizontal, and
multilateral drilling, with an increase in the depth of wells, the power of drilling engines,
and the introduction of various drilling modes.

In this regard, in the last century, it became necessary to create thrusting devices.
Downhole thrusting devices are distinguished by a variety of designs and names,

for example, a downhole feed mechanism, a bit feed regulator, an automatic bit feeder, a
mechanical WOB stabilizer, a hydraulic thrusting device, downhole thruster, etc.

From the 1940s to 1960s, during a period of significant growth in drilling operations,
the development of science and technology, based on the improvement of technology and
drilling modes, led to the creation, testing, and application of the first automatic thrusters,
including in the configuration of drilling rigs. Mostly surface thrusting devices were
created; for example, automatic devices AN-1, BAR1-150 (automatic feed control regula-
tor) [6], Gorzhaev, Shakhnazarova, Autodrill, Kapelyushnikov–Zalkin [7], Zorin–Shumilov,
Skvirsky brothers, Gritsai–Olovyanov [8], Brenteli, Sheldon, Skvortsova [9], Hild, BFM
CIMTneft (thrusting mechanism of the Central Research Institute of Mechanization and
Organization of Labor in the Oil Industry), and others.

With a large drilling depth (several thousand meters) or a curvature of the well bore,
the interference from the forces of friction and hanging of the DS is commensurate with
the WOB [10]. In these conditions, an automatic tool feeding from the surface becomes
inefficient due to distortions from interference. In this case, it is advisable to use downhole
bit feed control systems since, in this case, the DS will not be used to transfer the WOB.

At the time when the use of turbine downhole motors was widespread in drilling
practice, the need to increase the efficiency of well drilling was acute. For this purpose,
downhole thrusters were developed which responded in a necessary way to changes
in the physical and mechanical properties of the rocks in which the drilling took place.
The efficient destruction of rocks with a bit was ensured by the automatic control of the
turbodrill RPM. The device increased the WOB if the turbodrill RPM exceeded the nominal
(optimal value for the destruction of the rock) and reduced it if the turbodrill RPM was less
than the nominal due to the response to an increase or decrease in the pressure drop in
the turbine.

When drilling extremely hard rocks, it becomes necessary to use bits with an abrasive
type of action [11]. The energy-efficient operation of such bits is possible only with precise
regulation and control of the dynamic WOB [12,13]. When creating a WOB using the weight
of the DS, complications are possible in the form of sinusoidal and spiral buckling [14,15],
often leading to sticking and plastic deformation of the DS. In addition, when drilling such
wells, a high dynamic alternating of the WOB occurs as well as shocks on the DS, leading
to the destruction of the components of the bottomhole assembly (BHA) [16].

The above issues can be solved by using a hydraulic thrusting device as part of
the BHA. By optimizing the mud pump flow rates and bit nozzle diameters, a significant
increase in the WOB is possible, without the need to increase the length of the BHA to create
a larger WOB due to the weight of the pipes. In turn, the absence of a rigid connection with
the upper part of the BHA makes it possible to minimize vibration loads [17]. Furthermore,
the use of these devices makes it possible to eliminate the sticking that occurs due to the
creation of a vertical impact and a sharp increase in pressure on the mud pumps during
the drilling process [18]. When using hydraulic thrusting devices in conjunction with
rotary-steerable systems (RSS), a significant increase in the efficiency of transferring the
load to the bottomhole is possible; in addition to the load and the rotation of the DS, the
hydraulic thrusting device exerts pressure on the bottomhole due to the energy of the
moving drilling fluid [19].
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One of the first devices in which the idea of the automatic control of the downhole
motor operation modes and the WOB by using the hydraulic energy of the drilling mud
was used was developed by Soviet scientists Minin A.A., Pogarsky A.A., and Chefranov
K.A. This “Downhole machine” [20] was registered in 1958 and serves to maintain the
optimal mode on the bit by measuring the reactive moment on the turbodrill body and
acting on the spool of the servomotor that controls the thruster.

In the Soviet Union and Russia, thrusters have been repeatedly improved. The bar
graph in Figure 1 shows the number of copyrights and patents issued from 1970 to 2020.
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Figure 1 shows that there were two waves of technology development. Between 1970
and 1989, there was a development of technology for transferring the optimal load to the
bottomhole in order to effectively destroy rocks and automatically control the RPM of the
downhole motor. Currently, there is a second wave of development. The purpose of using
thrusters has changed due to the wider distribution of directional and horizontal wells.
Thus, the problems of the actual WOB and controlling the dynamics of the BHA came to
the forefront.

The scientists of the Freiberg Mining Academy made a valuable contribution to the
development of hydraulic thrusters in 1995. The idea of their work was to use diaphragms
and a choke spear with a replaceable sleeve installed inside to regulate the pressure inside
the thruster body [21]. Their paper also proposes a method for calculating the operation
parameters of a hydraulic thrusting device. It was tested while drilling the Emmen-9 well
in a fractured carbonate reservoir. As a result of the use of a hydraulic thruster, it was
possible to drill a well with a length of 4400 m with a 2000 m deviation from the vertical.
The study provides data on drilling two identical wells in the North Sea, one of which
was drilled using a hydraulic thruster as part of the BHA, and the other without it. As a
result, when drilling a well using a hydraulic thrusting device, it was possible to reduce
well construction costs by 60%, drilling time from 68 to 60 h, and increase the ROP from 12
to 18 m/h.

In 2006, Russian researchers, led by Doctor of Sciences Professor V.F. Buslaev, con-
ducted research on the scientific foundations for the creation and use of a multifunctional
downhole thruster capable of performing the functions of a jar, a longitudinal vibration
compensator, and a near-bit thruster. Patent No. 55,848 of the Russian Federation dated
27 August 2006 was obtained; on the basis of which, design documentation was developed,
a prototype was manufactured and assembled, and factory and acceptance tests were
carried out [22]. In the course of theoretical and experimental work, it was proved that
the inclusion of a thruster in the BHA leads to an improvement in the working conditions
of the bit at the bottomhole, including reducing vibrations and ensuring a uniform WOB.
Thanks to the use of DBF-195 (downhole bit feeder) in hard, abrasive formations at a depth
of more than 3000 m, the average ROP increased from 7.5 to 29.2 m, and the number of
trips decreased by four times. It also became possible to reduce the weight of the DS and
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the number of drill collars (the weight of the drill collar without a device is 300 kN and
100 kN with a device) and save the time of the drilling crew—49.42 h, which indicates the
high economic efficiency of the use of a DBF. Despite the result, it should be noted that one
successful test is not enough to evaluate the effectiveness of the technology, but it can be
considered as another confirmation of the promise of this type of equipment.

It is also worth mentioning the work of Chinese researchers published in 2017. Their
paper presents a study on the dynamic response to various excitations of the drill bit to
assess the reduction in vibration by the thruster [23]. According to the results of mathe-
matical modeling, a decrease in the oscillation amplitude by 1.5–2 times was obtained. The
results also showed that for the most efficient operation of the hydraulic thrusting device,
an accurate selection of drilling fluid density and piston diameter is necessary. Scientists
recommend using a piston with a diameter of 125 mm and a length of 1000 mm at a fluid
density of 1000–1500 kg/m3 and to use a piston with a diameter of 155 mm and a length of
1600 mm at a fluid density of 1500–2300 kg/m3.

The effectiveness of the use of hydraulic thrusting devices was proven by field tests
conducted in China in 2020, which showed an increase in the ROP by 50% compared with
neighboring wells in the Zhifang and Heshanggou formations [24].

In 2018, the scientist Bashir Mohamed from the Memorial University of Newfoundland
published a dissertation [25]. In it, he outlined the calculation of a hydraulic thruster, similar
in design to the thruster developed by the scientists of the Freiberg Mining Academy (Prof.
Matthias Reich). The main direction of his research was the numerical simulation of the
device operation in the AnSYS software. The dissertation also included a comparative
study of drilling with and without a thruster. The scientist modeled the modes of drilling
with controlled axial oscillations and drilling with a rigid coupling of the DS. As a result of
modeling, the maximum WOB created by the thruster was obtained. With a drilling fluid
density of 1000 kg/m3 and an average pressure drop across the thruster of 5.86 MPa, the
WOB was 1.1 tons. The advantage of this simulation is the extended construction of the
system in the AnSYS software environment, which increases the accuracy of the model.
The limitation of this theoretical model is the lack of calculation of the operation of the
BHA system as a whole.

It should be noted that oscillators—devices that create low-amplitude vibrations in the
assembly with a frequency of 20–30 Hz—have a similar principle of operation and purpose
as thrusters, thereby contributing to a decrease in the friction forces and an increase in the
average ROP by 17% [26–28]. Oscillators are produced by the American company National
Oilwell Varco (NOV). The devices from this company have proven themselves in the fields
of western Siberia when drilling horizontal sections. However, the main disadvantage of
oscillators is the inexpediency of their use in conjunction with RSS due to the fact that the
low-amplitude oscillations generated can adversely affect the operation of the system as
a whole.

At the moment, an important stage in the study of the operation of hydraulic thrusting
devices is the mathematical calculations and computer simulations of the operation of the
device in conjunction with a downhole motor and bit. These studies can show how the
addition of a thruster to the BHA can improve the controllability of the dynamic processes
of rock destruction at the bottomhole and the efficiency of drilling wells.

A study of the drilling of 172 wells showed that 35% of the time spent on well
construction falls on sliding, which is caused by the friction of the DS against the well walls
and, as a result, an underweight bit [29]. Additional research [30] provides the statistics
of the accidents associated with downhole screw motor failures which were caused by
insufficient operational control of the drilling parameters, namely, the WOB. In 2008, nine
accidents occurred in the Urengoy Drilling branch of Gazprom Drilling LLC, six in KCA
Deutag, and seven by Rosneft-Drilling LLC of Rosneft NC PJSC. The change in the WOB
and the corresponding change in the ROP are explained by the resistance (friction) forces
that arise between the walls of the well and the DS. The friction of the bit is caused by
the heterogeneity of the drilled rocks and the angle of the twisting of the DS due to the
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perception of the jet torque of the engine, which affects its spatial position in the well.
When the hydraulic downhole motor (HDM) operates in braking mode, the DS experiences
maximum stresses in the lower part of the assembly. When the critical values of the reactive
torque are reached, the threaded connections of the assembly (spindle, motor housing, etc.)
can be loosened or the flexible shaft (torsion) of the HDM can break.

It should be noted that Russian scientists Baldenko D.F., Baldenko F.D., and Tchaikovsky
G.P. also took up the issue of modeling the “Hydraulic Thrusting Device—Downhole
Motor—Bit” system. The results of their study are presented in [31]. The calculations given
in their paper showed the high sensitivity of the system to a change in the diameter of
the nozzle in the piston of the thruster and the diameter of the piston itself as well as the
possibility of regulating and calculating the operating parameters of the drilling by using
a hydraulic thrusting device. According to the method for calculating the thruster for a
20 mm nozzle and with a fluid flow rate of 30 L/s, the pressure drop is 5.9 MPa; the reverse
calculation for 5 MPa showed that the required diameter of the nozzle increases to only
20.9 mm. The advantage of this simulation is that it takes into account the strength of the
rocks being drilled, which expands the possibilities of predicting operating parameters.
The limitation of this theoretical model is the lack of calculation of the operation of the
BHA system as a whole. In addition, a simplified model of the hydraulic thrusting device
was used for the calculation.

Thus, the analysis of the study of the development and application of hydraulic
thrusting devices shows high relevance and interest in this topic. This technology will
make it possible to more intensively develop the reserves of offshore fields and the Arctic
zones and increase interest in the region as a whole [32].

As a part of our research, the numerical modeling of the hydraulic thrusting device in
the AnSYS software environment was carried out, a mathematical model describing the
joint work of the “Hydraulic Thrusting Device—Downhole Motor—Bit” was developed,
and the results of calculating the mathematical model and in the AnSYS environment
were compared.

Numerical modeling was carried out by applying theoretical laws and empirical
equations to the “Hydraulic Thrusting Device—Downhole Motor—Bit” system. The paper
also presents a method for calculating the pressure drop across the bit during drilling which
significantly affects the operation of the entire BHA system. When calculating the operating
parameters of a hydraulic thrusting device, the laws of hydrodynamics (Bernoulli’s law,
Altshul empirical formula, calculation of hydrodynamic pressure, etc.) and fundamental
laws of physics (Newton’s 3rd law) were used. As a result, software has been created that
allows for the monitoring and control of the WOB during the drilling process.

The results obtained were subsequently compared with the simulation results using
the same initial data in the AnSYS software environment. To reproduce this simulation,
it was necessary to have the characteristics of the devices used in the system and use the
formulas presented in the methodology described below.

The novelty of this work lies in the new method for calculating the operation parame-
ters of a hydraulic thrusting device using the method of simple iterations. This technique
provides the most accurate results and takes into account the complex flow geometry. In
addition, this article analyzes the upgraded model of the hydraulic thrusting device, which
is characterized by a complex design of the inner chamber.

The main advantage of the constructed theoretical model is sufficient accuracy for
use in industrial conditions, as well as the absence of complex mathematical calculations.
On the other hand, the main disadvantage is the applicability of this mathematical model
exclusively for the presented hydraulic thrusting device. Elimination of this shortcom-
ing is planned to be achieved by creating mathematical models for standard hydraulic
thrusting devices.

The methodology of this study is given in the next section.
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2. Materials and Methods

The fundamental task of this calculation is to identify the final values of parameters
such as WOB, RPM, and pressure drop in the system. To calculate the system “Hydraulic
Thrusting Device—Downhole Motor—Bit”, it is necessary to describe each component.

2.1. Determination of the Parameters of the Bit Operation

To determine the pressure drop across the bit, it is necessary to calculate the total
cross-sectional area of the bit nozzles:

f∑ = nBN ·π·
d2

ND
4

, (1)

where

• nBN—number of bit nozzles, units.
• dND—diameter of bit nozzles, m.

Bit aggressiveness is the coefficient that relates torque and thrust and is calculated
according to the formula:

A =
Mbit
dbit

, (2)

where

• Mbit—specific moment on the bit, N ·mm/N.
• dbit—bit diameter, mm.

The pressure drop occurring across the bit is essential to understanding the total
pressure drop across the BHA system. It is calculated by the formula [33]:

∆pbit =
ρ·Q2

2·µ2
bit· f

2
bit

, (3)

where

• µbit—bit flushing unit flow rate (assumed to be 0.68).
• ρ—drilling mud density, kg/m3.
• Q—drilling fluid consumption, L/s.
• fbit—total area of flush nozzles of the bit, m2.

2.2. Determination of the Parameters of the Hydraulic Downhole Engine

The main characteristic of the operation of an HDM is the dependence of the pressure
drop in its chamber on the torque on the shaft. For the downhole motor screw used in the
calculation, this characteristic is known and is shown in Figure 2 [34]:

∆p = 1462·M + ∆p0, (4)

where

• M—shaft torque, N ·m.
• ∆p0—differential pressure during idle operation (for this downhole motor, ∆p0 =

482,633 Pa), Pa.

Further, the most important note for calculations is that the dependence of the torque
on the bit on the pressure drop is directly proportional (Figure 2).

2.3. Determination of the Parameters of the Hydraulic Thrusting Device

To calculate the system “Hydraulic Thrusting Device—Downhole Motor—Bit”, it is
necessary to know the initial parameters of the hydraulic thrusting device. To discover this,
Figure 3 shows the positions of the hydraulic thrusting device and Figure 4 shows a 3D
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model of the assembly of the hydraulic thrusting device. Figure 3a,d show the positions
of the hydraulic thrusting device in a fully closed and fully open state. Figure 3b shows
the suboptimal position of the hydraulic thrusting device piston, in which an additional
pressure drop occurs due to an increase in the choke spear diameter and, accordingly, a
decrease in the gap between the choke spear and the housing, which can be fixed at the
wellhead. Figure 3c shows the working position of the hydraulic thrusting device. The
positions depicted on the Figure 3b,c are to be calculated next to determine the performance
of the device at the operating position of the piston and at the position in which an
additional pressure drop is caused.
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An important component of the hydraulic thrusting device is the removable di-
aphragm and sleeve inside the choke spear (Figure 5). The operation of the device, in
particular the generated WOB, depends on their geometric parameters. The number of
holes in the diaphragm, their diameter, and the diameter of the sleeve determine the
pressure drop inside the device, which affects the generated WOB. By changing these
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parameters, one can smoothly adjust the operating mode of the device. The diaphragm is a
part of the body and is made together with it, while the choke spear with the bushing are
separate parts, fixed by means of a threaded connection.
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It is assumed that the greatest pressure losses occur when the drilling mud passes
through the diaphragm; in the course of the calculation, they are taken as the pressure
drop of the device. The pressure drop across the diaphragm is calculated by the classical
method [35]:

The flow restriction ratio is determined by:

n =
S2

S1
=

nDH ·d2
DH + d2

CS.
d2

TS
, (5)

where

• S2—total area of holes in the diaphragm, m2.
• S1—area of the inner section of the adapter, m2.
• nDH—the number of holes in the diaphragm, units.
• dDH—diameter of holes in the diaphragm, m.
• dCS—outer diameter of the choke spear, m.
• dTS—inner diameter of the upper adapter, m.

The compression ratio during the passage of the drilling mud flow through the holes
of the diaphragm (according to the Altshul empirical formula) [36] is calculated by:

ε = 0.57 +
0.043

0.1− n
. (6)

The diaphragm local resistance coefficient is determined by:

ξ =

(
1

n·ε − 1
)2

. (7)

The flow rate of the drilling mud in the holes of the diaphragm is calculated as:

v =
Q
S2

, (8)

where

• Q—consumption of drilling mud, L/s.

The diaphragm pressure drop is determined by:

∆pHT = ρw·
ξ·v2

2
, (9)
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where

• ρw—drilling mud density, kg/m3.

In the course of movement along the internal cavity of the hydraulic thrusting device,
the liquid is divided into two flows: one through the main chamber and another through
the choke spear. To determine the force with which the moving fluid acts on the piston, it
is necessary to know in what ratio it is divided into the two streams. Assuming that the
flow rate is directly proportional to the cross-sectional area of the holes through which the
liquid flows, then:

Qdiaph

Qbushing
=

Sdiaph

Sbushing
, (10)

where

• Qdiaph, Qbushing—flow through the diaphragm and the bushing, respectively, L/s.
• Sdiaph, Sbushing—the area of the internal section of the diaphragm and bushing, respec-

tively, m2.

To calculate the WOB created by the hydraulic thrusting device, it is necessary to calcu-
late the flow velocity in the device chamber in each section. To do this, we mathematically
describe the geometric shape of the hydraulic thrusting device chamber. Figure 6 shows a
side view of the chamber mold with the piston fully closed.
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Here we introduce a Cartesian coordinate system with a reference point at the leftmost
point of the working part of the choke spear (Figure 7).
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To describe the geometric shape of the choke spear, we set a piecewise linear function:

yCS =



{0 ≤ x ≤ 189 : 7.5};
{189 < x ≤ 196.5 : −x + 196.5};
{196.5 < x ≤ 250.7 : 0};

{250.7 < x ≤ 258.2 : x− 250.7};
{258.2 < x ≤ 380.1 : 7.5};

{380.1 < x ≤ 387.6 : −x + 387.6};
{387.6 < x ≤ 1584.8 : 0};

{1584.8 < x ≤ 1592.3 : x− 1584.8};
{1592.3 < x ≤ 1843.2 : 7.5}.

(11)
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Next, we define the shape of the piston by a piecewise linear function with the
parameter ∆x corresponding to the displacement of the piston:

yP =


{0 ≤ x ≤ 196.5 + ∆x : 22.5};

{196.5 + ∆x < x ≤ 204 + ∆x : −x + ∆x + 219};
{204 + ∆x < x ≤ 243.2 + ∆x : 15};

{243.2 + ∆x < x ≤ 250.7 + ∆x : x− ∆x− 228.2};
{250.7 + ∆x < x ≤ 1843.2 + ∆x : 22.5}.

(12)

Thus, after setting the functions of the points of the inner surface of the hydraulic
thrusting device chamber, we will begin to calculate the coordinates of each point of the
piston and choke spear surface when the piston is displaced by ∆x. This is necessary to
calculate the flow rate and hydrodynamic pressure inside the system.

By taking the difference between the piecewise given functions yP and yCS, we can
then find the height of the gap between the piston and the choke spear:

δ(x)= {yP(x)− yCS(x)|xεH}. (13)

From the obtained values of the gap, it is possible to find the cross-sectional area
along which the flow of the drilling mud moves. Figure 8 shows a drawing of one of the
cross-sections of the choke spear and piston.
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The ring area SCS−P between the choke spear and the piston for each value x from the
segment H = [0; 1600] can be calculated using the following formula:

SCS−P(x) =

{
π

((
dCS

2
+ yP(x)

)2
−
(

dCS
2

+ yCS(x)
)2
)∣∣∣∣∣xεH

}
. (14)

Knowing the cross-sectional area along which the drilling mud flows, it becomes
possible to find the flow velocity for all x from the segment H = [0; 1600]:

v(x) =
{ Qdiaph

SCS−P(x)

∣∣∣∣xεH
}

. (15)

Then, the hydrodynamic pressure pHD is determined by:

pHD(x) =
{

ρv2(x)
2

∣∣∣∣xεH
}

. (16)
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2.4. Drawing a Dynamic Model of the System “Hydraulic Thrusting Device—Downhole
Motor—Bit”

Let us set the total force with which the piston presses on the bottom hole; for this, we
will compose a dynamic model of the system (Figure 9) and Equation (17).
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The equation of forces in the projection on the axis of the well according to Newton’s
3rd law is:

mbitgcos(α) + mHDMgcos(α) + mHT gcos(α) + PHT − Ff = P, (17)

where

• PHT—WOB created by the hydraulic thrusting device, N.
• Ff —friction force inside the hydraulic thrusting device, N.

The WOB created by the hydraulic thrusting device consists of two components:
hydrostatic PHS and hydrodynamic PHD and is calculated by:

PHT = PHS + PHD = pHS· fHT + pHD· fPP·cos(45), (18)

where

• pHS, pHD—hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressure, respectively, Pa.
• fPP—area of ledges on the hydraulic thrusting device piston, m2.

The hydrostatic component of the WOB is expressed as follows:

PHS = pHS· fHT = (∆pbit + ∆pHDM + ∆pHT)· fHT . (19)

The hydrodynamic pressure is determined by finding the maximum value of the
function pHD(x) on the interval x = (208 + ∆x; 215.5 + ∆x) since, at this interval, there is a
ledge on the piston, on the platform of which the WOB acts due to the moving flow of the
drilling mud:

pHD = max
208+∆x≤x≤215.5+∆x

pHD(x). (20)

When calculating the system under study, there are three parameters that are pairwise
dependent on each other. These pair dependencies are formed by the operation of separately
considered BHA elements. During the operation of the system, there is an initial pressure
drop of the drilling mud on the hydraulic thrusting device, and therefore, additional WOB
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is created on the bottomhole. The PDC bit, which has direct contact with the bottom of
the well, reacts most strongly to changes in the WOB. Since this type of bit has a cutting-
shearing principle of operation, with an increase in WOB, the cutting elements begin to
penetrate deeper into the rocks, and the process of “cutting the rock” is more difficult;
as a result, an increase in the reactive moment on the bit is observed [37]. The reactive
moment on the bit is transferred to the downhole motor shaft and makes it difficult to
rotate, therefore, the pressure drop in the downhole motor chamber increases. The increase
in the pressure drop on the downhole motor is transferred to the hydraulic thrusting device,
and therefore, the WOB increases again. This cycle is repeated.

For calculation, a loop with a precondition is used. The calculation is carried out until
the increment of the WOB between the ith and i + 1st iterations become less than 200 N (the
further change in the WOB is negligibly small). The dependencies used in the calculation
are described below.

1. The torque on the bit for the WOB generated by the hydraulic thrusting device is
determined by:

M = A·dbit·P, (21)

2. The pressure drop in the hydraulic downhole motor is calculated according to (2).
3. The WOB created by a hydraulic thrusting device due to a change in pressure drop is

calculated by:
P = ∆p·S, (22)

4. Repetition of the calculation. The iterative process continues until the change in the
WOB between the ith and i + 1 iterations is less than 200 N.

3. Results

The following initial data were used for the calculation (Table 1).

Table 1. Initial data for calculation.

Initial Data Designation Value

Parameters related to the drilling process

Drilling mud consumption, L/s Q 26
Drilling mud density, kg/m3 ρ 1100
Inclination angle, ◦ α 75

Parameters of hydraulic thrusting device

Weight of hydraulic thrusting device, kg mHT 457
Hydraulic thrusting device piston diameter, mm dHT 170
Choke spear diameter, mm dO

CS 55
Piston stroke length, mm lPS 1600
Inner diameter of the choke spear nozzle, mm di

CS 17
Number of diaphragm holes, units nDH 12
Diameter of diaphragm openings, mm dDH 20
Upper adapter inner diameter, mm dTS 127
Piston projection surface area, cm2 fPP 30.8

Downhole motor parameters

Downhole motor weight, kg mHDM 1000
Downhole motor pressure drop, kPa ∆pHDM 482.6

Bit parameters

Bit weight, kg mbit 65
Bit diameter, mm dbit 215.9
Number of bit nozzles, units nBN 6
Bit jet nozzles diameter, mm dND 12
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The calculation is performed in the Python 3.0 software environment by simple it-
erations using Equations (20)–(22). The sequence of the iterative process is presented in
Table 2. During the iterative process, the torque on the downhole motor and the WOB
created by the hydraulic thrusting device are investigated.

Table 2. Iterative process.

Iteration Number i Torque M, N ·m WOB, kN WOB Increment ∆P, N

1 411 68.1 13,654
2 515 71.5 3424
3 541 72.4 859
4 547 72.7 215
5 549 72.7 54

Thus, as a result of the calculation, the following parameters of the system operation
were obtained (Table 3).

Table 3. Calculation result.

Parameter Unit of Measurement Value

Torque N·m 578
Pressure drop MPa 2.22

WOB kN 72.7
Drilling mud density kg/m3 1100

Drilling mud consumption L/s 20
Inclination angle grad. 75

The results obtained (Table 3) indicate the correct selection of system parameters for
drilling with the given initial data. E.G. Leonov and S.L. Simonyants indicated that the
optimal WOB when drilling PDC with a 215.9 mm bit is from 43.18 kN for soft rocks and
up to 107.95 kN for medium rocks with hard interlayers [38,39]. Thus, a WOB of 72.7 kN is
optimal when drilling medium formations with a PDC bit with a diameter of 215.9 mm.

Based on the results obtained, the following dependencies were determined:

1. The dependence of the pressure drop in the system on the flow rate of the drilling
mud (Figure 10).
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The dependence of the pressure drop on the flow rate has a quadratic form since, in the
pressure drop Equations (3), (8), and (9) on the bit nozzles and in the hydraulic thrusting
device, the flow rate is an argument of the second degree. With a further increase in flow,
the pressure drop will also increase in a quadratic manner. Thus, at a drilling mud flow
rate of 50 L/s, a pressure drop of 11.5 MPa will be created.

2. The dependence of WOB on differential pressure (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Graph of the dependence of the WOB on the pressure drop.

The dependence of the WOB on the pressure drop has a linear form since, in Equation (22),
the pressure drop is an argument of the first degree, therefore, with an increase in the
pressure drop, the WOB will also grow monotonically. Thus, when the pressure drop
changes from 1 to 2 kN, the WOB changes linearly from 35 to 65 kN.

3. The dependence of the WOB on the flow rate of the drilling mud (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Dependence of the WOB on the flow.

The dependence of the WOB on the consumption of drilling fluid is an important
characteristic when using a hydraulic thrusting device. As a result of mathematical model-
ing, it was found that the dependence is quadratic since, in Equations (3), (8), and (9), the
flow rate is the argument of the second degree when calculating the pressure drop, and the
pressure drop, in turn, is the argument of the first degree when calculating the WOB. With
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a further increase in the flow rate of the drilling mud, the WOB will also increase according
to a quadratic dependence. Figure 12 shows that when the drilling fluid flow rate changes
from 10 to 20 L/s, the WOB changes from 32.5 to 73 kN.

4. The dependence of the WOB on the zenith angle (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Dependence of the WOB on the zenith angle (a solid line—experimental data; a dotted
line—a trend line).

Based on Figure 13, it can be seen that the zenith angle is an argument of the sinusoidal
function since the calculation of (17) uses the sum of the projection of the BHA weight on
the vertical axis and the load created by the hydraulic thrusting device. Thus, when drilling
a vertical well with the given initial data, the WOB will be 86.5 kN, and when drilling a
horizontal well, it will be 68.5 kN.

5. The dependence of the WOB on the bit aggressiveness (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Graph of the dependence of the WOB on the aggressiveness of the bit (a solid line—exp-
erimental data; a dotted line—a trend line).

The dependence of the WOB on the aggressiveness of the bit has a form close to linear
since, in Equations (21)–(23), the aggressiveness of the bit is an argument of the first degree.
From Figure 14, it follows that with an increase in the aggressiveness of the bit, the WOB
also increases linearly. Thus, when drilling with a bit with an aggressiveness index of 0.01,
the WOB will be 58 kN, and when drilling with a bit with an aggressiveness index of 0.035,
it will be 72 kN.
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Figures 9–13 show that the described values are amenable to polynomial dependencies,
which indicates the simplicity of predicting and controlling the hydraulic thrusting device.
The operation of the device will also have a significant impact on the complex distribution
of the flow in the internal cavity of the hydraulic thrusting device due to its complex
geometric shape.

After modeling and building the “Hydraulic thrusting device—Downhole motor—Bit”
system, the results were validated by setting up a computational experiment in the AnSYS
Workbench program using a direct numerical simulation of the process of the system
functioning by the finite element method with a grid frequency of 12,642,971 elements and
a tetrahedron type. (Figure 15) [40,41].
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Figure 15. Hydrodynamic modeling of the hydraulic thrusting device in AnSYS Workbench.

According to the simulation results, it can be noted that along the length of the
hydraulic thrusting device, the velocity changes by approximately two times (for example,
at a flow rate of 26 L/s, the velocity in the upper part of the hydraulic thrusting device is
1715 m/s, and in the lower part—3122 m/s): the drilling mud has the minimum velocity at
the top of the device and the maximum velocity at the bottom. With an increase in the flow
rate of the drilling mud, its velocity also increases (for example, at a flow rate of 18 L/s,
the maximum fluid flow rate is 2161 m/s, and at a flow rate of 26 L/s—3122 m/s), while
the dependence is not directly proportional. As well as the velocity, the WOB created by
the device increases; this dependence is close to directly proportional (Figure 16) and is
identical to the dependence shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 16. Graph of the dependence of the WOB on the consumption of drilling fluid (a solid
line—experimental data; a dotted line—a trend line).

The main load on the piston of the hydraulic thrusting device, and as a result, on the
bit, is due to the pressure of the process fluid on two surfaces, one of which is perpendicular,
and the second is inclined by 45 deg. to the direction of flow. To check the results of the
mathematical calculation in the Python software, two surface data are given inside the
device in order to find the pressure of the moving fluid exerted on them (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. The pressure exerted on platforms inclined to the flow at 90 and 45 deg.

Based on the results of the calculation, the average value of the pressure acting on two
sites is obtained—1.78 MPa. The average value of the WOB created by the piston of the
hydraulic thrusting device is found by:

F =
−
p·(S1 + S2·cos45) = 1.78·106·(0.01 + 0.029) = 69.4 kN, (23)

where

• S1—area of the perpendicular platform, m2.
• S2—area of the site inclined at an angle of 45◦ to the flow of drilling mud, m2.

• −
p—average value of pressure acting on two sites, Pa.

Thus, based on this result, we can conclude that the mathematical calculation in
Python 3.10 and the simulation in AnSYS show high convergence. With identical initial data,
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the resulting WOB created by a hydraulic thrusting device in physical and mathematical
modeling is 72.7 kN, and in the AnSYS Workbench simulation, it is 69.4 kN. The difference
of 4.5% is due to taking into account all the details of the complex geometry of the internal
cavity of the hydraulic thrusting device. The difference in the results of calculations is
due to the fact that in mathematical modeling, an iterative calculation of the “Hydraulic
Thrusting Device—Downhole Motor—Bit” system was used, during which the increase
in the pressure drop across the downhole motor was taken into account, which caused an
increase in the WOB created by the hydraulic thrusting device.

When calculating the average position of the piston, the distributions of pressures and
velocities along the length of the hydraulic thrusting device were obtained (Figures 18 and 19).
Additionally, a graph of the flow rates of the drilling liquid along the length of the hydraulic
thrusting device was constructed (Figure 20).
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Figure 18. Pressure and velocity distribution.
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Figure 19. The flow rate of the drilling fluid along the length of the hydraulic thrusting device.

In the range of 0–163 mm, a gradual increase in the fluid flow velocity in the body of
the hydraulic thrusting device from 4.7 to 5.2 m/s is seen. In the range of 163–232 mm, a
sharp increase to 14.2 m/s is associated with a decrease in the flow area in the body of the
hydraulic thrusting device. Further, in the range of 232–360 mm, the speed drops to a value
of 3.8 m/s in the form of an increase in the flow section of the hydraulic thrusting device.
In the interval from 360 to 1890 mm, a gradual increase up to 5.7 m/s is observed. In the
interval from 1890 to 1910 mm, there is a sharp increase to 9.1 m/s due to a decrease in the
flow area. Then, in the interval from 1910 to 2087 mm, the velocity decreases to 8.8 m/s.
From 2087 to 2119 mm, there is a sharp increase in velocity to 14.8 m/s due to a decrease in
the flow area. From 2119 to 2159 mm, a sharp drop in velocity to 8.9 m/s occurs due to
an increase in the flow area. In the interval from 2159 to 4450 mm, the velocity gradually
decreases from 8.9 to 7.2 m/s.

The pressure on the piston of the hydraulic thrusting device in the middle position is
1.9 MPa, which, when converted into WOB, is 8 tons.

The simulation of the operation of a hydraulic thrusting device with a fully closed and
fully open piston was carried out. The results are presented in Figures 20 and 21.
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Figures 20 and 21 show the simulation results of the operation of the device in the
fully closed and fully open positions. Comparing the results obtained, it can be seen that
the pressure inside the chamber in the fully open position (2001 kPa) is less than in the
fully closed position (2037 kPa). However, the flow rate in the fully open position is greater.
Based on this, we can conclude that the design of the device allows for self-regulation of the
piston position. In the fully open position, the pressure is less, therefore the reaction force
of the drilled soil will tend to return the piston to the middle position. In the fully closed
position, the pressure is higher, therefore it will push the piston to the middle position.

4. Discussion

The optimal mode of operation of the device is considered to be such a mode in which
the piston is in a floating state with a departure from the neutral point within 500 mm.
With this mode of operation, the optimal distance to the extreme positions of the piston is
achieved and the operation of the layout with a rigid clutch is completely eliminated.

To monitor the operation of the hydraulic thrusting device, a graph of the pressure
drop at the pumps is used. To determine the extreme positions of the piston, protrusions
are made on the choke, spear, and the piston. When approaching the extreme positions
(the piston moves away from the neutral position by more than 500 mm), the protrusions
coincide with each other and the area of the flow section of the drilling fluid decreases,
which leads to an increase in the pressure drop at the pumps. This pressure drop jump
will be visible on the pressure drop charts. To continue working in the optimal mode, it is
necessary to recalculate the operating parameters of drilling according to the algorithm
presented in the work.

If the piston takes extreme positions, the impact of vibration loads on the BHA in-
creases. Vibration and beating negatively affect the dynamic balance of the BHA and can
lead to the fatigue failure of its components (vibrations over 110 g are critical).

An example is two cases of the destruction of drilling equipment during drilling
in rotary mode (destruction of the tube in the borehole device and destruction of the
connecting node of the resistivimeter). The vibrations had a peak character (shock pulse)
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and significantly exceeded 110 g. Financial losses due to equipment failure due to high-
vibration loads have been seen to amount to 5–10% of total drilling costs [42–44].

When assembling the BHA, it is recommended to install the device directly above the
downhole motor (Figure 9), as a different sequence may lead to a decrease in the overall
rigidity of the BHA.

The hydraulic thrusting device can find its application, including when drilling wells
with a large deviation from the vertical, in bringing the WOB to the bottom [21] as well as
working in combination with a PDC bit when drilling in hard rocks in order to reduce the
vibration effect on the DS [45,46].

5. Conclusions

Based on the results of the work carried out, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- The expediency of using hydraulic thrusting devices in the practice of drilling wells
with the possibility of forecasting and the operational regulation of the parameters of
the operation of the “Hydraulic Thrusting Device—Downhole Motor—Bit” system
is confirmed. The calculation performed shows the ability of the device to create the
necessary WOB when drilling with a PDC bit in medium rock, amounting to 72.7 kN.

- A mathematical model was built based on the method of simple iterations and im-
plemented in the Python environment, allowing for predicting the operating modes
of a hydraulic thrusting device together with a downhole motor and a PDC bit. The
results of the mathematical modeling show high convergence.

- A mathematical calculation and computer simulation showed that the hydraulic
thrusting device with a flow rate of drilling fluid in the range of 18–26 L/s is capable
of creating a WOB in the range of 43 to 89 kN. The dependence of the WOB and
drilling fluid flow rate is described by the equation shown in Figure 12. In addition,
the simulation showed the versatility of the design of the hydraulic thrusting device,
i.e., replacing the nozzle on the choke spear allows for a change in the WOB created
by the thruster.

- Based on the results of the modeling, a smooth increase in the WOB from 68.1 kN to
72.7 kN from the moment the mud pumps are turned on is theoretically substantiated
and proved. The reason for this is a gradual decrease in the reactive moment on the bit.
These dependencies are described in Equations (21) and (22), from which the values
of the pressure drop of 2.22 MPa and the moment of 578 N ·m were obtained.

- The achieved results make it possible to determine the optimal drilling parameters
when using a hydraulic thrusting device. When working directly in the field, it is
assumed that there is software that provides the monitoring of the parameters of the
device in a system with a downhole motor and a bit. Of particular importance is the
monitoring of the pressure drop. If the positions of the protrusions on the instruments
at the wellhead coincide, a rapid increase in the pressure drop by 2–3 times will be
noticeable, characterizing the approach of the piston to one of the extreme positions.
In this case, the field engineer should use the developed algorithm to determine the
optimal operating parameters in changing geological and technological conditions.

- To reproduce the described mathematical model, it is necessary to have the character-
istics of the hydraulic thrusting device used, the downhole motor, and the bit, as well
as the initial conditions of the experiment (torque on the bit, the WOB without taking
into account the pressure of the hydraulic thrusting device, and the initial pressure
drop in the system with the downhole motor immobilized). Further, it is necessary
to apply the method of simple iterations for Equations (2), (21), and (22) until the
changes in the drilling parameters become insignificant. Lastly, it is recommended to
validate the obtained results in the AnSYS software environment.
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